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We are proud to be one of the leading software conferences in

Europe and this could not have happened without the

generosity of our partners.

 

RTC2020 is on its way and it brings new great things, starting

with the events under the RTC umbrella and the opportunity to

reach new audiences.

 

WHAT'S NEW
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So far, most of the conferences, be it in Romania or anywhere

else in the world, categorized partners through virtual medals

indicating their contribution and exposure level. We decided

to take a different path.

 

We value your involvement more than some metals and

believe that the best way to show you this is by offering

tailored packages. In this way our partners will get precisely

what they wish from our collaboration. 

 

Let's see together how can we can collaborate in this year's

conference.

 

CUSTOM IS THE NEW BLACK



BASE PACKS
Set the baseline of your partnership



The EXHIBITOR is the partner that shares passion and vision

and is involved in the community. It stands out from the crowd

to attract the looks of the participants and make everyone

aware that it is there to make a difference.

 EXHIBITOR

2500 euro excl. VAT

Rollups to all days of the event

A one-page promotion in the

conference agenda

A branded gift in the

participants' welcome bag

Logo on the volunteers’ t-shirt

Offline Promotion:Exhibitor stand, 6m x 2m

2 conference day tickets + 2

tutorial tickets

Social media promotion on

Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter

Promotion through newsletters

6 months promotion on the

website

Online Promotion:

 



1 conference day ticket + 1 tutorial ticket

Social media promotion on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter

Promotion through newsletters

6 months promotion on the website

The PROMOTER is the partner who wishes to engage the

participants. We are talking about special events, keynotes and

other occasions to engage the crowd in a brand activation and

promote their activity. The focus is on branding, by making sure

cool things happen at the conference.

 

Online Promotion:

 

PROMOTER

1500 euro excl. VAT



2 conference day tickets

Social media promotion on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter 

Promotion through newsletters 

6 months promotion on the website

The Supporter is the discreet, but helpful partner. It might not

want to be in the spotlight but cares about the community and  

wants to contribute as much as possible. 

 

Online Promotion pack:  

 SUPPORTER

1000 euro excl. VAT



OPTIONS
How to enrich the base packages with

extra benefits that fit your purpose.



OFFLINE PROMOTION PACK

Rollups in all  days of the event

1 page promotion in the conference agenda                    

A branded gift in the participants’ welcome bag

Logo printed on the volunteers’ t-shirt

 

 

 

300 euro excl. VAT



Key exposure by branding a keynote room

The possibility to brand the stage in the keynote room with 

 exclusive positioning on the stage (no other partner)

Custom videos running during the breaks between

presentations

Online promotion of the keynote as being hosted by the

Promoter

The room name in the program will hold the Promoter name

 

*Note: the room cannot host a stand from the Promoter

KEYNOTE PROMOTER

500 euro excl. VAT
*Requires Promoter or Exhibitor Base Pack



Exhibitor stand 6m x 2m in front of the promoted workshop

room or lobby

One branded room for a workshop of your choice with

exclusive presence

The possibility to brand the stage in the workshop room with  

exclusive positioning on the stage (no other partner)

Custom videos running in the breaks

Online promotion of the workshop as being hosted by the

Promoter

WORKSHOP PROMOTER

500 euro excl. VAT
*Requires Promoter or Exhibitor Base Pack



Passion for their craft

Core values that drive their efforts

Resilience to overcome challenges

Perform in key moments under stress

XTestathon is a testing competition under a unique concept

designed by athletes for testing professionals. What these two

have in common are:

 

We designed it in order to enable testers to train and improve

their testing skills in a hostile environment while having fun.
 

•

XTESTATHON 



Event title will include the brand and the name of the

Promoter

Branded t-shirts for the crew

Targeted promotion together with the event

The event can be organized at Promoters HQ (if the space is

suited)

Customization and branding of the location 

The Partner can create a welcome pack with branded items

for the participants

The Promoter is part of the jury that will select the winning

team

Online live streaming of the event that will include branding

elements

Video summary of the event with the custom branding

 

 

XTESTATHON PROMOTER

1500 euro excl. VAT
*Requires Promoter or Exhibitor Base Pack



High energy level - people focus on issues that matter to them

Serendipity - we know where we start, we’re always excited by the

results

Flexibility - discover unexpected topics  and capture the moment that

brings most value for each individual

Informal environment - with spontaneous conversations that happen

between people in different teams or roles, who don’t normally work

together where knowledge sharing and building trust is the goal

RTC Unconf follows the Unconference philosophy - an event

driven by participants and topics generated by the attendees on

the spot, while breakout groups are formed dynamically based

on interest and relevance.

The format guarantees:

 

 

UNCONF 
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Event title will contain the name of the Promoter

Branded t-shirts for the crew

Targeted promotion together with the event

The event can be organized at Promoters HQ (if the space is

suited)

Customization and branding of the Unconf location 

The Partner can create a welcome pack with branded items

for the participants

UNCONF PROMOTER

1500 euro excl. VAT
*Requires Promoter or Exhibitor Base Pack
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Test Lab Promoter

Promotion in the chillout room of the conference, a

dedicated space created for those that want to take a break

from the buzz

We help you facilitate activities throughout the day to keep

people engaged

Event title will contain the name of the Promoter

Branded t-shirts for the crew

Customization and branding of the location where the Chill

out Area is organized

CHILLOUT AREA PROMOTER

1000 euro excl. VAT
*Requires Promoter or Exhibitor Base Pack



BUNDLES
Creating a unified conference branding

focused on what really is important  for you



This is Automation! powered by Partner

AUTOMATION DRIVER

4500 euro excl. VAT

BRANDING
• Unique Promotion as Automation Driver with 2 dedicated rooms and an

Automation Lobby for all 3 days of the conference

• 2 Keynotes and 4 workshops on the topic running in the dedicated rooms

• Promotional videos in the events rooms

• Customization of the 2 rooms and exclusive presence on the stage

• Video Screens in the Automation lobby and dedicated Automation Program box

• Online Support Pack (see Exhibitor)

• Offline Support Pack (see Exhibitor)

• Floor branding and signalling of the area and rooms

• Q&A Area in the Automation lobby with the Speakers

SOLD



3500 euro excl. VAT
Position as Leadership / Innovation / Exploratory Testing / Security Testing partner

of the conference ( e.g. “This is Leadership! powered by Partner”)

 

 FOCUS DRIVER

BRANDING
• Unique Promotion as Focus Driver with a dedicated room and a Lobby for all 3 days

of the conference

• 1 Keynote and 2 workshops on the topic running in the dedicated room

• Promotional videos in the room

• Customization of the room and exclusive presence on the stage

• Online Support Pack (see Exhibitor)

• Offline Support Pack (see Exhibitor)

• Q&A Area in the Automation lobby with the Speakers



PROGRESS







USE CASES
*The situations below are purely fictional and do not

cover the whole canvas of real-life situations. What

we want to point out is that we can help you brand

your presence in the conference in many ways.



ACME Company is well-known on the market. What more can you

say about ACME that hasn’t been already said? Everyone recognizes

them and wants to work there. But that doesn’t mean they have

any reason to invest in a community event. Their marketing

department is looking for exposure that will enhance their

innovating image and their atypical approach to management.

 

Recommendation: Go for an Exhibitor pack and add a keynote that

you believe reflects the company values. Choose a non-conformist

speaker with extraordinary achievements and promote your image

with it. Perhaps a workshop option with a management course in

conflict management will also play in the same line.

A



The WeTest company is a startup. Working with WeTest has already

been praised due to a lot of benefits and a super satisfaction of the

employees. More than their products, the organization is known for

their company values and they love sharing their people care

attitude. 

 

Recommendation: WeTest can probably opt for a Promoter pack,

they can top it with the Chill Area Promoter and Lunch Promoter. A

lot of people will see them in the catering and relaxing areas. Just

as a normal day in their offices

B



The Futurama company has developed in the recent years a series of new

products. They’re all cool and general satisfaction is good, but quality issues

in their products are not so hard to be found. On top of that, they might not

have the top technical perception of the market, although people are

working hard to make these products better every day. Ok, so what can they

do? They might join if they find an activation/promotion that put them in the

spotlight. They can call the organizers to find a solution and here it is:

Recommendation: Futurama can go in either as a Exhibitor or Promoter. That

is something that has to be decided by the marketing department, and the

cherry on top could be the X-Testathon. The company agrees with the

organizers to promote this event and the testing will be done on their

products. That means that a big bunch of testers that you normally don’t

have access to are testing your software.The Exhibitor option also sounds

nice if you can replace the traditional booth with a product presentation

stand that catches all the attention.

C



The BeyondKode company is a small branch of an outsourcing

company. They are full of enthusiasm but for the moment, they are

still a small player on the market. They might want to grow and

they might also want to show up online more, but they are not sure

if this conference is actually worth it.

 

Recommendation: BeyondKode should probably take the

Supporter pack and top it with the Advanced Online Pack.With

these two options, at the end of the event they can closely monitor

the online presence and satisfaction, the audience engagement and

perhaps next year they will find enough reason to go bigger.

D


